Unmanned aerial vehicles, commonly referred to as “drones,” are being used in a range of industries, including conservation, journalism, archeaology, and policing. (In this paper I will use the word “drone” to apply to unmanned aerial vehicles, excluding unmanned aquatic vehicles and terrestrial robots.) Law enforcement drones have clear benefits: allowing police to more easily find missing persons, suspects, and accident victims, for example. They also allow police to investigate dangerous situations such as bomb threats and toxic spills. Yet without strict controls on their use, drones could present a very serious threat to citizens’ privacy.

Regrettably, while the Supreme Court has tackled privacy issues amid the emergence of new technologies, the Court’s rulings on aerial surveillance are not well suited for today, now that police are using drones.

Fortunately, lawmakers at the state and federal levels can implement policies that allow police to take advantage of drones while protecting privacy. These policies should not only address familiar issues associated with searches, such as warrant requirements, but also relatively new concerns involving weaponization, biometric software, and surveillance technology. Such controls and regulations will allow police to do their job and prevent drones from being used as tools for secretive and needlessly intrusive surveillance.
INTRODUCTION

If it can happen to the vice chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, it can happen to anyone.

Speaking as a special witness at a Senate Commerce Committee hearing in January 2014, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) revealed that a drone had once hovered inches from her face when she approached a window at her home to observe a nearby demonstration. She went on to discuss the “significant” privacy concerns associated with drones and urged her colleagues to implement “strong, binding enforceable privacy policies that govern drone operations.”

Although Feinstein may have been exaggerating the threat of the encounter, with reports suggesting that the drone may have been a remote-controlled toy helicopter, she was nonetheless right to recognize the potential privacy threat drones represent.

While there is perhaps an irony to Senator Feinstein urging “strong” privacy policies, given her strong support of the National Security Agency’s (NSA) surveillance programs, her concerns about drones are well founded. Not only are drones becoming increasingly prevalent, they are also being increasingly used by law enforcement agencies.

Police drones do have benefits. Drones allow police to more easily find missing persons, suspects, and accident victims. They also allow police to investigate dangerous situations such as bomb threats and toxic spills. Yet without strict controls on their use, they present a very serious threat to citizens’ privacy.

In that respect drones have much in common with body cameras, another promising technology that raises privacy issues. Both body cameras and drones can store video footage showing private property, accidents, and violent crime.

But there are features unique to drones that deserve particular attention. Among these are the wide varieties of technology that can now (or in the not-too-distant future) be attached to drones, including thermal scanners and biometric software. In addition, the potential surveillance made possible by police body cameras pales in comparison to the persistent surveillance of entire cities that is now possible thanks to advances in drone and camera technology.

The challenge for policymakers is to balance the benefits of police drones with the privacy concerns. Regrettably, while the Supreme Court has tackled privacy issues amid the emergence of new technologies, the Court’s rulings on aerial surveillance offer little reassurance at a time when police will increasingly be using drones. However, neither the states nor the federal government have to wait for the Supreme Court to sort out the challenge of applying the Fourth Amendment to new technologies. By imposing warrant requirements, banning weaponization, and enforcing policies that outline public access to footage, lawmakers can provide the protection necessary against armed drones engaging in persistent and warrantless surveillance.

This study begins with a look at current drone technology and that of the near future. After examining drones’ capabilities we’ll look at the Supreme Court’s Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, noting that it has not adequately addressed the privacy implications of aerial surveillance. Then we’ll turn to a discussion of policies that would allow law enforcement to take advantage of drones while also protecting privacy.

WHAT CAN DRONES DO?

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), commonly referred to as “drones,” have proven remarkably versatile in their short history. Drones have been used for building inspection, firefighting, journalism, conservation, agriculture, aid delivery, archaeology, military missions, and law enforcement, among other uses.

Drones come in a wide variety of sizes and can (although sometimes not legally) carry a range of payloads, whether they are missiles, cameras, or even beer. Payload capacity and range vary widely depending on the drone. Perhaps the most notorious drone, the MQ-9 Reaper, which is used for U.S. military-targeted killings and surveillance, has a payload of 3,750 pounds, enough to carry several laser-guided Hellfire missiles.
The MQ-4C Triton, an unmanned military aircraft designed for maritime surveillance, is capable of staying aloft for 30 hours and traveling at around 360 mph. It’s around 10 feet longer than the Reaper and at takeoff can be almost 22,000 pounds heavier. Drones available to the public are not nearly as large, nor can they carry payloads as bulky as missiles and complex surveillance equipment. The Phantom 4, a popular hobby drone, comes equipped with a camera and only weighs 3 pounds.

With more funds at their disposal than the average hobbyist, law enforcement agencies at the federal and state levels can purchase drones with more capabilities than amateur photography drones. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the country’s largest law enforcement agency, began using drones in 2004. The CBP uses Reapers and their maritime variant, the Guardian, for border surveillance. In fact, it was a CBP drone that was involved in the first reported instance of a UAV being used to aid an arrest on U.S. soil.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has authorized law enforcement agencies across the country to use a wide range of drones. In 2011 the Arlington, Texas, police department got FAA approval to fly the Lepton Avenger, an 11-pound helicopter that can carry cameras and is equipped with autopilot. In 2008 the FAA also authorized the Miami-Dade police department to test a T-Hawk, an aerial surveillance drone used by the U.S. military that weighs 16 pounds and is capable of reaching speeds of 45 mph.

The types of surveillance equipment that can be attached to police drones make them potentially much more intrusive than hobbyist drones. Relatively small drones can carry thermal scanners and biometric tools not available to the public. As these tools continue to improve they’re likely to pose more significant privacy concerns.

One of the tools already with us allows a single drone to carry out the detailed and persistent surveillance of an area the size of a small city. In 2009 a Black Hawk helicopter successfully tested the Autonomous Real-Time Ground Ubiquitous Surveillance Imaging System (ARGUS-IS), a surveillance technology designed by BAE Systems. The ARGUS-IS, whose acronym is derived from the mythical Greek 100-eyed giant, collects data from hundreds of cameras, each of which can capture 5 million pixels. When put together the amalgamated image is 1.8 billion pixels and provides the observer with a view of up to 25 square kilometers. This image is highly detailed, allowing ARGUS-IS users to see six-inch details from 20,000 feet.

Another video technology that allows for widespread mass aerial surveillance is Gorgon Stare, the first iteration of which clocked more than 10,000 hours worth of combat support missions in Afghanistan while attached to Reaper drones. This version of Gorgon Stare could keep about 16 square kilometers under surveillance. In July 2014 the Sierra Nevada Corporation announced that Gorgon Stare had incorporated ARGUS-IS technology, thereby reportedly allowing for the surveillance of 100 square kilometers.

American companies are also developing drones capable of staying aloft for extended periods. In 2014 Google bought Titan Aerospace, which was developing jet-sized drones capable of staying airborne for years. In June 2016 Facebook successfully tested Aquila, an Internet-delivery drone with the wingspan of a Boeing 737. Aquila will be solar powered and will reportedly be able to stay airborne for three to six months. If combined with tools such as ARGUS-IS, these drones would allow for the kind of persistent snooping that, until recently, was reserved to the imagination of dystopian science fiction writers.

Of course, budget constraints make it unlikely that local police departments will be attaching surveillance equipment like ARGUS-IS or Gorgon Stare to huge solar-powered drones any time soon. A police department would have to be very well funded to use this kind of wide-area surveillance equipment attached to a
We shouldn’t be in any doubt that police will seize the opportunity to use affordable persistent surveillance tools on drones.

Indeed, according to Benjamin Miller, the unmanned aircraft program manager with the Mesa County, Colorado, sheriff’s office, hours of persistent tracking with law enforcement drones is not affordable. But there is still cause for concern. Persistent Surveillance Systems (PSS), an unambiguously named company that makes surveillance tools, has shown off its cameras to police in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Dayton, and Compton. The cameras, which are attached to manned aircraft, are not as powerful as ARGUS-IS. From about 10,500 feet above the ground, a person takes up only one pixel in an image that covers nearly 65 square kilometers. Nonetheless, this bulky camera system, which weighs 137 pounds, is more affordable than military-grade surveillance systems, with PSS typically charging $1,500-$2,000 per hour. While too heavy for many police drones, we shouldn’t be in any doubt that police will seize the opportunity to use affordable persistent surveillance tools on drones. When speaking about the PSS aerial surveillance system in 2014, Dayton, Ohio, police chief Richard Biehl made it clear that he wants the public to feel watched, saying, “I want them to be worried that we’re watching. . . . I want them to be worried that they never know when we’re overhead.”

Budgetary constraints might put Gorgon Stare beyond the reach of the Dayton, Ohio, police department, but the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), with its multibillion-dollar budget, has demonstrated an interest in military mass surveillance technology, despite the fact that its track record with drones is hardly an example of government efficiency. In spite of access to funds for Reaper drones, a DHS Office of Inspector General audit found that the Customs and Border Protection’s drone program did not achieve its expected results and “found little or no evidence” that the drones’ flight missions had reduced the cost of border surveillance, improved efficiency, or increased apprehensions.

Large drones aren’t the only ones that ought to worry privacy advocates. Drones the size of small birds are capable of conducting surveillance. The AeroVironment Nano Hummingbird, funded by the Pentagon’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), has a wingspan of only 6.5 inches and is equipped with a camera. A smaller drone, the Black Hornet Nano Unmanned Air Vehicle, is only 4 inches long, can travel at 22 mph, and has been used by the British military to spot enemy snipers. Drones the size of insects already exist, and we should expect surveillance equipment to be attached to such drones as technology improves.

The sort of ubiquitous surveillance large and small drones may soon make possible would, one would think, implicate Americans’ Fourth Amendment rights to be free from unreasonable searches. Unfortunately, Supreme Court rulings regarding the Fourth Amendment are not reassuring in the age of the drone.

THE FOURTH AMENDMENT AND DRONES

The Fourth Amendment, the U.S. Constitution’s core guarantee of privacy and protection against warrantless surveillance, reads as follows:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

The Supreme Court has addressed Fourth Amendment privacy questions raised by new technologies such as GPS locators, thermal scanners, and smartphones. However, the Court has yet to tackle the Fourth Amendment questions raised by the emergence of drones. Given drones’ surveillance capabilities, it’s worth examining the state of Fourth Amendment doctrine, which, although oftentimes unsatisfying, can nonetheless be improved by lawmakers.

One of the most important and influential Fourth Amendment doctrines is the “reasonable expectation of privacy” test, which was
promulgated in *Katz v. United States* (1967). In *Katz*, the Court ruled that Charles Katz’s Fourth Amendment rights had been violated when agents with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—absent a warrant—attached an eavesdropping device to the outside of a public telephone booth Katz used to communicate illegal wagers across state lines.

In a concurring opinion, Justice Harlan devised the two-part reasonable expectation of privacy test adopted by courts since as the prevailing doctrine for determining whether government agents have conducted a Fourth Amendment search. Harlan wrote that a Fourth Amendment search occurs if state actors violate “an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and . . . that the expectation be one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”

At first glance this reasonable expectation of privacy test might look attractive, but it has many problems. The test is circular; after all, citizens’ expectations of privacy are determined by court rulings, which are based on citizens’ expectations, which in turn are determined by court rulings.

One of the Fourth Amendment cases most relevant to drones, *California v. Ciraolo* (1986), which relied heavily on the reasonable expectation of privacy test, sets a worrying precedent for privacy advocates amid the proliferation of drones. In a 5–4 decision the Court ruled that Santa Clara police officers, acting on an anonymous tip, did not need a warrant to use an airplane flying at 1,000 feet to look for marijuana plants in Dante Ciraolo’s backyard. Having seen marijuana in the backyard from the plane, officers secured a search warrant and arrested Ciraolo, who pleaded guilty to the cultivation of marijuana.

According to Burger, the fact that a policeman standing on a double-decker bus or a truck could perhaps have seen over the 10-foot fence made it unclear whether Ciraolo “manifested a subjective expectation of privacy from all observations of his backyard.”

In a similar case, *Florida v. Riley* (1989), decided a few years after *Ciraolo*, a plurality of the Supreme Court found that a Pasco County, Florida, police officer did not need a warrant to surveil a suspected marijuana grower’s property from a helicopter flying at 400 feet. In his dissent, Justice Brennan provided a hypothetical case that seems all too real today:

Imagine a helicopter capable of hovering just above an enclosed courtyard or patio without generating any noise, wind, or dust at all—and, for good measure, without posing any threat of injury. Suppose the police employed this miraculous tool to discover not only what crops people were growing in their greenhouses, but also what books they were reading and who their dinner guests were. Suppose, finally, that the FAA regulations remained unchanged, so that the police were undeniably “where they had a right to be.” Would today’s plurality continue to assert that ‘[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures’ was not infringed by such surveillance?

Today, devices resembling this “miraculous tool” are routinely available to law enforcement. Such tools pose privacy risks more intrusive than the thought-police helicopters in George Orwell’s novel *1984*, which were used to peep into people’s windows. With today’s surveillance technology police drones can be much more intrusive and stealthy than helicopters.
In the age of the drone, the *Riley, Ciraolo,* and *Dow Chemical* line of cases allows police a great deal of latitude when it comes to aerial surveillance.

A number of legal scholars have proposed legislative measures designed to provide protection from Brennan’s “miraculous” tools. Troy Rule, a professor at Arizona State University’s Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law, has proposed legislation allowing citizens the right to exclude drones 500 feet above the surface of their property in most locations.\(^5\) Pepperdine’s Gregory McNeal has argued that lawmakers should extend property owners’ airspace rights so that they can exclude “aircraft, persons, and other objects” from a column of airspace up to 350 feet above the ground.\(^5\)

However, even those reforms wouldn’t address all privacy concerns. After all, the searches in *Ciraolo* and *Riley* were carried out with the naked eye at 1,000 feet and 400 feet, respectively. Even without powerful zoom lenses, such searches proved to be revealing.

In *Dow Chemical Co. v. United States,* decided the same year as *Ciraolo,* the Court suggested that aerial surveillance with “sophisticated technology” should not be treated the same as naked-eye surveillance.\(^5\) A 5–4 majority in that case held that the Environmental Protection Agency did not need a warrant when it employed a photographer using a precision mapping camera to inspect a 2,000 acre chemical plant from the air. In his majority opinion, Chief Justice Burger remarked, “It may well be [...] that surveillance of private property by using highly sophisticated surveillance equipment not generally available to the public, such as satellite technology, might be constitutionally proscribed absent a warrant. But the photographs here are not so revealing of intimate details as to raise constitutional concerns.”\(^5\)

Despite finding warrantless aerial surveillance in the *Ciraolo* and *Dow Chemical* cases constitutional, Burger was clearly skeptical of such searches being carried out with “highly sophisticated surveillance” tools. Today’s Justices may well express similar skepticism if a case concerning sophisticated aerial surveillance technology makes its way before the Court.

In the age of the drone, the *Riley, Ciraolo,* and *Dow Chemical* line of cases allows police a great deal of latitude when it comes to aerial surveillance. However, a more recent Supreme Court case shows that some Justices are prepared to rethink Fourth Amendment doctrine at a time when technology makes long-term surveillance much easier than it used to be.

In *United States v. Jones* (2012) the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that fixing a GPS locator to a car and using the locator to track the car’s public movements constitutes a search.\(^5\) In *Jones,* police officers attached a GPS locator to a car belonging to the wife of a suspected drug trafficker, Antoine Jones, and monitored its position 24 hours a day for four weeks, producing more than 2,000 pages of data.\(^5\) The GPS locator was installed pursuant to a warrant requiring that the locator be installed in Washington, D.C., within 10 days.\(^5\) The locator was attached to the car in Maryland on the 11th day, thus outside the scope of the warrant. The District Court, which sentenced Jones to life imprisonment, suppressed only GPS data collected while the car was at Jones’s residence, arguing that he did not have a reasonable expectation of privacy while he was driving on public streets. The Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit reversed the conviction, and the Supreme Court took up the case to resolve the disagreement.

While the justices were unanimous in deciding that police officers had carried out a Fourth Amendment search, they arrived at their decisions for different reasons. Justice Scalia, who delivered the opinion of the Court, wrote that the government “physically occupied private property for the purpose of obtaining information. We have no doubt that such a physical intrusion would have been considered a ‘search’ within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment when it was adopted.”\(^5\)

Justice Alito, in a concurring opinion joined by Justices Breyer, Kagan, and Ginsburg, wrote that Scalia’s holding “strains the language of the Fourth Amendment.”\(^5\) Alito evaluated the question presented to the Court by “asking whether respondent’s reasonable expectations of privacy were violated by the long-term monitoring of the movements of the vehicle he drove.”\(^5\) Alito’s concurrence raises doubts about the continuing vitality of the reasonable
expectation of privacy test at a time when technology allows for the long-term observation of public behavior.\textsuperscript{65}

It’s not hard to see how a picture created with observations of individual movements, none of them “private,” is more than the sum of its parts. A man has no reasonable expectation of privacy when he buys flowers from a store. He is in plain view of anyone who might pass by the store. The same man has no reasonable expectation of privacy when he picks up a young woman from a sidewalk downtown. After all, he and the woman are in public spaces. They are also in public spaces when they drive to a nearby motel. The next morning, when the man drives back to the home he shares with his wife, he is also almost exclusively in public and does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy. These incidents (buying the flowers, driving to the motel, etc.) by themselves are not indicative of much at all. When put together into a “mosaic,” a rather different picture emerges.

Like the cheating husband, Jones was mostly driving on public roads and did not have a reasonable expectation of privacy while doing so. However, prolonged surveillance of activities in public can reveal intimate and private details. Under the so-called “mosaic theory” of the Fourth Amendment, the observation of a collection of public activities ultimately constitutes a search.\textsuperscript{66} This approach differs from the traditional “sequential approach” to the Fourth Amendment, which involves a step-by-step examination of government activity in order to determine if any of these steps are Fourth Amendment searches or seizures.\textsuperscript{67} Under the sequential approach, an officer inserting a key into a home and opening the door would be analyzed as two events: the insertion of the key and the opening of the door.\textsuperscript{68}

Adoption of the mosaic theory would have a significant impact on when police would need a warrant before using a drone. Under that approach, police would have to request a warrant to observe an individual for days, weeks, or perhaps months with a drone, even if that individual was tracked only in areas where he or she had no reasonable expectation of privacy.

Justice Sotomayor’s separate concurrence signaled sympathy to the mosaic theory. Noting the vast amount of data created by GPS locators, Sotomayor wrote, “I would take these attributes of GPS monitoring into account when considering the existence of a reasonable societal expectation of privacy in the sum of one’s public movements. I would ask whether people reasonably expect that their movements will be recorded and aggregated in a manner that enables the Government to ascertain, more or less at will, their political and religious beliefs, sexual habits, and so on.”\textsuperscript{69}

Still, the mosaic theory is not without problems.\textsuperscript{70} How is a judge supposed to determine when a mosaic has been made and which tiles constitute its parts? A judge who adheres to the mosaic theory would be put in the unenviable position of analyzing the metaphysics of events, determining when one event finishes and another begins, as well as when the observation of public events becomes a Fourth Amendment search.

Alito treated that problem dismissively in his Jones concurrence: “We need not identify with precision the point at which the tracking of this vehicle became a search, for the line was surely crossed before the 4-week mark.”\textsuperscript{71} But it’s not clear why the line was crossed before police collected four weeks’ worth of GPS location data. Why not three weeks, 12 days, or 40.3 hours?

George Washington University law professor Orin Kerr, a mosaic theory skeptic, has identified an additional problem posed by tracking devices turned off at regular intervals: “Imagine the police use a GPS device that is programmed to turn on and record the location of the car for only one hour a day. The device is otherwise dormant. If the police monitor that device over twenty-eight days, does that count as twenty-eight days of monitoring? Or is that only twenty-eight hours of monitoring?”\textsuperscript{72}

On the other hand, this sort of judicial inquiry is hardly unique. Judges regularly have to consider when prolonged activities in public, which in isolation are harmless, become illegal. Walking quietly 15 feet behind someone on a public sidewalk for one block is hardly stalking, but it begins to look nefarious when that be-
Clearly, current Fourth Amendment Supreme Court doctrine is underdeveloped and inadequate to the challenges presented by drones and other emerging technologies.

Georgetown University law professor Randy Barnett argues that the NSA’s bulk collection of telephone metadata is the modern equivalent of the kind of general warrant that concerned the Founders. According to Barnett, the reasonable expectation of privacy test needs to be revised at a time when the kind of bulk collection used by the NSA is possible. Bruce Schneier, a fellow at the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard Law School, agrees, arguing that in an age of significant technological advances, the reasonable expectation of privacy test will leave us with no privacy. In the meantime, state and federal lawmakers should take it upon themselves to provide more privacy than the Supreme Court’s aerial surveillance rulings and tackle the challenging task of allowing law enforcement to effectively use drones without threatening privacy.

**LAWMAKERS CAN PROVIDE INCREASED PRIVACY PROTECTIONS**

Lawmakers don’t have to wait for the Supreme Court to reconsider aerial surveillance. They can pass legislation that protects privacy amid the rise of police drones. In fact, lawmakers have been urged to take this approach by at least one current Supreme Court Justice. In his *Riley v. California* (2014) concurrence, Justice Alito argued that legislatures are better positioned than courts to address privacy issues posed by new technology:

> Many forms of modern technology are making it easier and easier for both government and private entities to amass a wealth of information about the lives of ordinary Americans, and at the same time, many ordinary Americans are choosing to make public much information that was seldom revealed to outsiders just a few decades ago.

In light of these developments, it would be very unfortunate if privacy protection in the 21st century were left primarily to the federal courts using the blunt instrument of the Fourth Amendment. Legislatures, elected by the people, are in a better position than we are to assess and respond to the changes that have already occurred and those that almost certainly will take place in the future.

Lawmakers should take Alito’s comments seriously and address the issues raised by drones head on rather than wait for Supreme Court rulings. The most pressing issues concern surveillance, data retention, warrant requirements, and weaponization.

**Surveillance Equipment**

Some law enforcement agencies use facial recognition technology, but facial characteristics are not our only identifiers. We all have a host of unique features, such as irises, ears, noses, and vein patterns, all of which drone pilots could use to identify people with ease in the near future. Drones can already be programmed to recognize and track people. Such capabilities are worrying enough when used by ARGUS-IS, which can automatically track moving objects, but the concerns are more pronounced when you consider tracking software on smaller and more nimble drones. Because of the rapid nature of technological change, hummingbird drones programmed to identify protesters, gun owners, mosque congregations, or visitors to abortion clinics are reasonable concerns, not paranoid fantasies.

Unless the Supreme Court revisits Fourth Amendment doctrine, whether police use of biometric software constitutes a search will depend on whether the subject has a reason-
In the face of current Fourth Amendment doctrine and advances in technology, state and federal lawmakers should restrict the use of biometric software on police drones. In 2012 testimony before a Senate judiciary subcommittee, Duke Law School professor Nita Farahany noted, “as a general matter, law enforcement use of [facial recognition technology] is not, in itself, a Fourth Amendment search, let alone an unreasonable one.” Moreover, courts would reject a man’s claim that he had a reasonable expectation of privacy in “his personal identity associated with his facial features.” Similar arguments could be made for the features of that man’s ears or the details of his irises.

Images of millions of citizens can be analyzed with facial recognition tools. According to a May 2016 Government Accountability Office report, the FBI has access to more than 411 million facial images, including driver’s license photos from 16 states as well as visa application and passport photos from the State Department. The same report stated that the FBI should “better ensure accuracy and privacy,” finding that the FBI did not complete required privacy reports in a timely manner or adequately determine the accuracy of the facial recognition systems it and its external partners use.

As biometric software improves and the number of images law enforcement can access grows, the risk of abuse will increase. That risk is especially pronounced considering that in 2016 the FBI requested that its Next Generation Identification (NGI) system (which uses iris scan, fingerprint, and facial recognition technology) be exempt from provisions of the Privacy Act. The law requires that the FBI provide individuals with information about data it has on them and ensure NGI data is accurate. Some state and local law enforcement agencies have access to the NGI’s Interstate Photo System, which includes 30 million photos of almost 17 million people. More than 80 percent of these images are photos “submitted as part of a lawful detention, an arrest, or incarceration,” such as mug shots. However, because not everyone who is arrested is later convicted, innocent people’s photos are part of the NGI’s Interstate Photo System.

In order to protect innocent people’s privacy, state and federal lawmakers should pass laws that allow police drone footage to be analyzed with biometric software only if two conditions are met: 1) that biometric software is used exclusively in violent crime investigations, and 2) that biometric databases only include information related to citizens with a violent crime conviction. These conditions would limit police use of biometric technology to investigations of the most serious crimes and preclude its employment to identify citizens engaged in lawful activity. They would also prevent law enforcement agencies from collecting innocent people’s biometric data.

Biometric software is not the only surveillance tool available to the police. Thermal scanners employing infrared radiation analysis allow users to see body heat. Thermal scanners on drones should only be used for searches that are either pursuant to a warrant or for suspects and missing persons. Thermal scanning technology is sometimes used for these purposes from airplanes and helicopters, and it’s reasonable for police to look to drones in such situations, given that drones are cheaper and easier to operate than manned aircraft. Fortunately, the Supreme Court ruled in Kyllo v. United States (2001) that police officers cannot use thermal scanners to search houses without a warrant.

Footage Retention and Release

Few law enforcement operations legitimately require police drones to be routinely equipped with sophisticated surveillance tools. However, most police drone operations will involve drones equipped with cameras, which raises questions about what kind of drone footage should be made public.

Police departments and lawmakers have dealt with the privacy issues associated with cameras before. The most recent example of this can be seen in the ongoing debates over body cameras, and in some instances the best
A warrant requirement for drone surveillance will help guard against drone fleets carrying out persistent and indiscriminate surveillance of entire towns and cities. Practices for police body cameras can also be applied to cameras on drones.\(^9\) In order to promote increased accountability and transparency while protecting privacy, lawmakers ought to consider legislation that allows for the public to request drone footage, but only under a narrow set of circumstances.

Citizens and journalists should only be able to access drone footage of events that are of public interest, such as arrests and use-of-force incidents. The public should not be able to access footage of an area where the subject expected privacy without the subject’s permission. Footage of living rooms, bedrooms, and other intimate areas can reveal information homeowners want to keep private. Lawmakers at the state and local level can look to body camera policies for guidance in this area. For example, Washington, D.C.’s police body camera policy allows subjects to view body camera footage of themselves.\(^9\) Members of the public seeking D.C., police body camera video can request footage in which they don’t appear via the District of Columbia Freedom of Information Act, although officials can exempt such footage from release if it reveals “information of a personal nature.”\(^9\) Such a policy governing police drone footage will prevent nosy neighbors from accessing video of a Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) raid on their block. It also allows the targets of raids and their attorneys to access the relevant footage, thereby protecting privacy while increasing police accountability and transparency.

Police retention of footage should also be addressed. Drone footage that does not include information related to an arrest, a use-of-force incident, a search, or a police encounter under investigation should be deleted after 90 days. This would allow police departments to free up data storage space and provide citizens with time to consider a complaint and to seek legal advice before requesting the footage.

Footage of an arrest, a search, a use-of-force incident, or an incident under investigation should be kept longer. Keeping this footage for three years, for instance, would ensure the preservation of data related to issues of public interest and make it easier for journalists, attorneys, and investigators to find out if alleged misconduct is an isolated incident or part of a trend.

### Require Warrants for Drone Surveillance

Some lawmakers have proposed drone legislation that grants citizens more privacy protections than the *Ciraolo* and *Riley* decisions. The Oklahoma House of Representatives passed a bill in March 2016 requiring that police not only secure a warrant before using a drone, but also that the officers show that “alternative methods of data collection are either cost-prohibitive or present a significant risk to any person’s bodily safety.”\(^9\)

Proposed drone legislation in New Hampshire includes a warrant requirement. The bill also states that individuals have an expectation of privacy on private property where they are not observable at ground level, “regardless of whether he or she is observable from the air.”\(^9\) Identical language can be found in Florida statutes.\(^9\)

If the Oklahoma and New Hampshire bills are passed they will join laws in states such as Montana, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Tennessee, Idaho, Texas, Utah, Illinois, Virginia, Oregon, and Wisconsin, which also impose warrant requirements on police drones.\(^9\)

There are, of course, situations where a police drone would be useful but would not be taking part in a Fourth Amendment search. If a hiker gets lost in the desert or a child is swept out to sea, a drone is an ideal tool for finding the missing person. In these situations a warrant is not necessary under current law, nor should it be.

A warrant requirement for drone surveillance will help guard against drone fleets carrying out persistent and indiscriminate surveillance of entire towns and cities. The cost of such observation makes it unlikely that a state or local police department would be able to use mass persistent surveillance systems discussed above, but persistent surveillance need not involve military-grade snooping tools. Police could treat drones like police cruisers, flying up and down streets on the lookout for crime, understandably prompting a sense of unease among citizens who may come
to feel as if they are under the ever-watchful eyes of the authorities.

This is an especially acute concern considering that police have already shown an interest in persistent snooping. In August 2016 reporting revealed that Baltimore police had been testing aerial persistent surveillance equipment in secret for months thanks to a donation from a billionaire couple. The technology, designed by Persistent Surveillance Systems, was used without warrants.

Warrant requirements combined with a policy that only allows for the release of a narrow category of footage should reassure privacy advocates. Such policies will promote accountability and transparency while preventing police from using drones for warrantless or persistent surveillance.

Lawmakers should also aim to increase transparency by mandating that police departments release information about drone flights. Police departments using drones should be required by law to periodically publish information about what kind of drones they use, how many drones the department has, how often the drones were deployed, what kind of operations the drones were used for (searches, missing persons, etc.), and the total flight hours.

**Weaponization**

The American military regularly uses drones to carry out targeted strikes and surveillance in Somalia, Yemen, Pakistan, and Afghanistan as part of the ongoing War on Terror. While discussions about weaponized drones usually focus on events in foreign countries, military technology developed for use on foreign battlefields often has a way of migrating home.

Concern over domestic weaponized drones achieved nationwide attention in March 2013 when Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) filibustered the nomination of John Brennan, President Obama’s pick for CIA director. In his almost 13-hour filibuster, Paul demanded to know whether Obama believed he had the authority to order a drone strike against an American not engaged in combat on American soil, something then attorney general Eric Holder had earlier ruled out except in an “extraordinary circumstance” such as an attack similar to 9/11 or Pearl Harbor:

> It is possible, I suppose, to imagine an extraordinary circumstance in which it would be necessary and appropriate under the Constitution and applicable laws of the United States for the President to authorize the military to use lethal force within the territory of the United States. For example, the President could conceivably have no choice but to authorize the military to use such force if necessary to protect the homeland in the circumstances of a catastrophic attack like the ones suffered on December 7, 1941, and September 11, 2001.

After the filibuster, Holder wrote to Paul, saying that the president does not have the authority to order a drone strike against an American not engaged in combat on American soil.

Even so, law enforcement agencies across the country have demonstrated a willingness and eagerness to use technology designed for the military. In fact, the use of military equipment is encouraged; law enforcement agencies that receive military equipment from the Department of Defense are required to use it for law enforcement activities within a year of acquisition.

That trend toward police militarization is long-standing and well documented. It’s evident in the increased use of Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected vehicles (MRAPs), flashbang grenades, battle dress uniforms, and in the widespread deployment of SWAT teams.

In July 2016 police in Dallas, Texas, took an unprecedented step, using explosives attached to a bomb disposal robot to kill a barricaded suspect.

Police have also shot weapons from helicopters. At a time when police have fired weapons from the air and have used a robot to kill a suspect, it’s worth asking if there is a substantial difference between a police officer firing a weapon from a helicopter and that same officer remotely shooting a weapon attached to a drone.
The fact that supposedly nonfatal weapons can sometimes be deadly is one reason why lawmakers at the federal and state levels should ban nonlethal as well as lethal weapons on law enforcement drones. In Tennessee, lawmakers debated and ultimately rejected a proposal that would have allowed police to use weaponized drones. A similar bill was introduced to the South Carolina House of Representatives’ judiciary committee in late 2015. Laws in Virginia and Oregon ban weapons being attached to police drones. Florida law, however, explicitly defines law enforcement drones as devices that “can carry a lethal or nonlethal payload.” Police departments across the United States deal with a range of different crime patterns and concerns, and there are situations where a weaponized drone may seem appropriate. Nonetheless, police drones should not be equipped with lethal or nonlethal weapons.

It is important to remember that nonlethal weapons can sometimes be lethal. In 2015 alone, Tasers, which are designed to subdue uncooperative suspects, caused dozens of deaths in police encounters with citizens. The fact that supposedly nonfatal weapons can sometimes be deadly is one reason why lawmakers at the federal and state levels should ban nonlethal as well as lethal weapons on law enforcement drones.

Moreover, armed drones can be knocked down, either deliberately or accidentally, and present a threat on the ground. It would be dangerous if a drone outfitted with tear gas and lethal weapons were to crash or be brought down thanks to citizen interference. Perhaps more worrying, hackers could target a weaponized drone.

Under the theory that “it takes a good guy with a drone to take down a bad guy with a drone,” some law enforcement officials have argued that weaponized UAVs are necessary to counter potential threats from private drones. For example, Berlin, Connecticut, police chief Paul Fitzgerald has said that police might need weaponized drones to deal with citizens arming their own drones: “If someone were to put an explosive on a drone and say, ‘I’m going to crash it into an aircraft in the Northeast,’ . . . what does law enforcement do in a situation like that?”

Still, Fitzgerald himself admitted the scenario was far-fetched. Even in the unlikely event that drones carrying bombs became a regular threat, there are ways to meet this threat without weaponizing drones.

Tools currently exist that allow users to halt intrusive or dangerous drones from up to six miles away. These tools, referred to as death rays, can be pointed at errant drones and block signals from their operators. Anti-drone net guns can also be used to take down dangerous drones. Positioning these tools on the perimeters of airports, where bomb-laden drone attacks are the most feasible, would help deter drone bombings. Drone manufacturers can also play a role in preventing such attacks. At least one drone manufacturer has installed software that automatically grounds drones that approach airports. Even when assuming the possibility of “far-fetched” scenarios, it’s far from clear that weaponized drones are the best response.

Fortunately, the law enforcement community has not strongly pushed for armed drones. While testifying before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Benjamin Miller, the unmanned aircraft program manager with the Mesa County, Colorado, sheriff’s office, said that it would absolutely not be appropriate for drones to be equipped with lethal weapons. Miller was also skeptical of drones using nonlethal weapons: “In our experience, considering the risks of unmanned aircraft and then also the risks of use of less-than-lethal munitions . . . combining those two risks together is probably not the most responsible thing to do.”

Drones can play a valuable role when police are searching for a suspect or missing person, covering areas of treacherous terrain faster than officers on foot. Drones have also surveyed dangerous areas, such as property barricaded by armed suspects, and can inspect suspicious packages. It is these kinds of operations where police drones can be the most useful, and they do not require weapons.

CONCLUSION

Drones are an exciting technology and will undoubtedly have a lasting and positive impact on a range of industries such as photography, farming, archaeology, engineering, filmmaking, journalism, and many other areas.
Law enforcement also stands to benefit from drone technology; however, as drone technology continues to improve the risk of intrusive surveillance grows and continued vigilance will be necessary. The Supreme Court can, if the right case emerges, revisit aerial surveillance, but until it does it’s up to the states to pass drone policies that protect privacy while increasing police transparency and accountability.

These policies should not only address familiar issues associated with searches, such as warrant requirements and video recording, but also relatively new concerns involving weaponization, biometric software, and surveillance technology. With the right controls in place, police drones can serve legitimate law enforcement goals without becoming tools of unnecessary and intrusive surveillance.
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